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New Title Alerts for e-content
As Casalini Libri’s Digital Division enters its fifteenth year of activity, we are proud to announce New
Title Information alerts for electronic publications.
Our existing NTI service now also includes bibliographic records for electronic titles hosted through
the Torrossa full text platform.
Electronic titles will be proposed according to each library or selector’s individual subject profile and
featured alongside the print publications in our notifications. Bibliographic records will provide the list
price for institutional purchase of e-books.
A special feature has been added to our website to allow searches to be filtered for print or electronic
publications. The title records show clearly the book format and provide a link to the alternative version,
where available. Publications included in the institution’s collection of e-content in Torrossa are
identifiable by a special icon.
The addition of records for digital editions to the normal workflow will facilitate the selection and
acquisition of single e-books for libraries. Institutions that order directly through our website may
now use the same procedure to purchase print and electronic editions.
Texts may be accessed through the Torrossa platform (www.torrossa.it), with a standard set of
permissions allowing copy/paste and print. Downloads are permitted and will expire after fourteen
days. Documents are accessible in PDF format.
COLLECTIONS OF ELECTRONIC CONTENT
This service complements Casalini Libri’s range of e-book and e-journal packages. For a complete
overview of our subject-based, single-publisher and interdisciplinary collections of Italian and Spanish
scholarly publications, please refer to www.casalini.it/torrossa.
CONTACTS
For additional information or assistance, please do not hesitate to contact us at info@casalini.it.
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